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Background

Justine PETERSEN (JP) was established in 1997 in St. Louis to help low- to moderate-
income people build assets and create enduring change by connecting them with 

institutional resources. As a leader in microenterprise development and credit 
building, Justine PETERSEN emphasizes credit building as an empowering asset. 
Through one-on-one counseling and ongoing client management, JP provides 
microenterprise lending, homeownership services, credit-building products, and 
financial education.

Meeting Customers Where They Are

JP emphasizes knowing their customers and meeting them where they are. The 
organization has developed products and services tailored to meet the financial 

services needs of its target population. In 2002 –2003, Justine PETERSEN engaged two St. 
Louis University professors to conduct an outcomes study of its credit-building work. The 
study revealed several things about JP’s client demographics:

n Eighty percent receive less than 80% of the median income.
n  Eighty-one percent are minorities.
n  Sixty-eight percent live in female-headed households.
n  Their median credit score is 575.

The results led to several programmatic changes and new products introduced through 
Great Rivers Community Capital, a wholly owned CDFI subsidiary of Justine PETERSEN. 
In helping low- and moderate-income families to access affordable mortgage products, 

staff noted that many clients have low credit scores—not because 
of negative credit but the lack of good credit. That led to the Credit 
Builder Loan, which Justine PETERSEN introduced in September 2006 
to put active lines of good credit on credit reports. The Credit Builder 
Loan allows clients to establish or re-establish credit and become more 
competitive in the mainstream financial market. Justine PETERSEN 
began reporting on these loans to TransUnion in 2006 and to Experian 
in 2007 through Credit Builders Alliance.

Noting the positive impact of the 12-month credit builder loan on 
client credit scores, Justine PETERSEN decided to explore installment 
products with a revolving line of credit that could help clients build 
longer-term credit. Before 2009 in the St. Louis market, there was 
no secured credit card with flexible underwriting and a low minimum 
deposit. JP approached Citi to fill the void and Citi enthusiastically 
embraced the concept. JP partnered with Citi to distribute the 
Banamex USA (BUSA) secured card. The card is designed to help 
boost client credit scores and transition clients with on-time payments 
to an unsecured card.

n  Nonprofit Organization: Justine 
PETERSEN provides microenterprise 
lending, homeownership services, 
credit-building products, and financial 
education.

n  Financial Partner: Citi Banamex

n  Product Offering: Banamex USA 
Secured Card

n  Value proposition: Provide underserved 
consumers with a high-quality credit-
building product along with financial 
counseling to improve credit scores 
and increase financial capability.

@ A GLANCE
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Distributing the RIGHT Financial Product

Making on-time payments on active accounts reported to credit bureaus 
each month is the most important factor in building credit. A secured 
card allows clients to demonstrate a longer trajectory of positive on-time 
payments and subsequently improve their credit scores. The challenge 
with many secured cards on the market is that the client must be denied 
unsecured products in order to qualify for a secured card. Minimum 
deposits are around $500, which can be an obstacle.

The Banamex USA card, by contrast, has a lower security deposit and 
more flexible underwriting. Whereas some financial institutions deny 
applicants even for secured credit cards because of credit blemishes, 

BUSA has provided training on underwriting guidelines so that the applications submitted 
through JP are almost always approved. This streamlined process leads to a more positive 
client experience. Citi has also invested in the development of a web-based portal—a one-
stop shop that enhances the client experience.

Some key product features include:

n  One financial education class is required to open an account (note: this is required by 
JP, not BUSA or Citi).

n  $300 security deposit.
n  2% interest on the savings account.
n  20.99% interest rate on purchases.
n  $35 annual fee (reimbursed by JP if client pays on time for 12 months and takes two 

1-hour financial education modules).
n  After one year of on-time payments, Citi Banamex will review client file and may 

switch the client to an unsecured credit card, with a higher credit limit. Clients who are 
switched to an unsecured card will receive their $300 deposit back plus interest.

n  $15 late payment charged (after 15 days late).

The Banamex USA secured card is aligned with the organization’s broader mission of credit 
building and is a natural extension of its existing product suite. The secured card is another 
way for JP to engage with clients on a longer-term credit-building program. As credit 
profiles improve, JP could extend mortgage or business credit to these clients. The secured 
card also gives JP a platform for relevant, actionable, timely, and ongoing guidance on 
credit card best practices to build clients’ financial capability.
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Client Process
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Access to one-on-one credit building 
counseling

Responsible access to safe 
and affordable capital, with the 
opportunity to build credit

Access to better financial products 
and services as credit profile 
improves

Most competitive product for this 
population in the St. Louis market 
and innovative card features (low 
security deposit, interest rates, 
late fees, guaranteed approval 
to unsecured card after on-time 
payments)

Relevant, timely, and actionable 
financial education component to 
learn credit card best practices

Value Proposition: What’s In It For Them? 

Program aligns closely 
with the organization’s 
mission of credit 
building.

Tangible product that 
engages customer to 
commit to long-term 
credit-building program 
with JP

Alternative revenue 
stream for Justin 
PETERSEN

Innovative financial 
education webinar 
platform with minimal 
expense and ability for 
scale

Partnership with an 
established brand

Product and services 
to the underserved 
and good corporate 
citizenship

Increased 
penetration and 
reach

Expansion of 
footprint

CRA eligibility

Cross business 
partnership

Justine PETERSEN Citi Clients
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Elements of a Win-Win-Win Partnership

Leveraging Nonprofit Capacity and Expertise Providing Financial 
Services
JP has a long history of providing financial services and financial 
education to low- and moderate-income people in St. Louis. The 
organization has built a strong, reputable brand that clients know and 
trust. Distributing a secured card product, in partnership with Citi, 
is a natural extension of its existing work. JP counselors are already 
trained to review client credit reports and understand the value of 
connecting clients with credit-building products. They also have 

experience providing financial education and guidance to clients around the use of financial 
products. JP is taking a leadership role in sharing this expertise with other nonprofits 
(through the Chicago Credit Building Coalition and the Aspen FIELD pilot) and building an 
online portal to allow other nonprofits to distribute the Banamex secured card at scale.

Roles and Responsibilities

The partnership between JP and Citi provides value for both organizations and the 
consumer. They have negotiated roles and responsibilities that take into account each 
other’s strengths and weaknesses. For example, JP counselors reviewing credit reports will 
determine if the client would benefit from a secured card. Counselors also help applicants 
complete the application and understand the terms and conditions. Finally, the JP finance 
department collects the applicant fees and deposits and transfers them to Citi-Banamex 
along with the application. Banamex processes the application and reviews the client’s 
record at 12 months to determine whether to upgrade to an unsecured card. Because 
Citi recognizes JP’s value in helping clients understand the product and complete the 
application, JP is compensated for each application submitted to Banamex.

Avoid Product Customizations

JP has followed best practice of requiring no product modifications to distribute the 
secured card. Nonprofits often desire customizations from their partner, such as lower fees 
than other products available in the marketplace. These customizations can be costly and 
cause significant operational challenges to both the provider and the nonprofit. Since JP is 
distributing the same product that is available to the general market, it is seamless to review 
and process applications.
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Managing Expectations

The biggest partnership challenge for JP has been managing Citi’s expectations, especially 
around achieving scale in a short time. Achieving scale quickly with a new financial product 
can be challenging for a nonprofit, as it takes time to implement new processes, train staff, 
and execute well. Although JP has lending experience, the organization still had to implement 
new processes to get client applications to Banamex. The partnership has also tested the 
patience of JP staff, who are used to getting approvals and moving forward quickly. At a 
major corporation, every change to the product or process means navigating layers of legal 
and compliance. JP has learned from implementation and modified the process. JP is also 
making strong progress on scale through the ASPEN pilot and Chicago Credit Building 
Coalition.

The Numbers Story (as of May 2012)

n  410 cards issued to date (secured and unsecured)
n  50 points – Average increase in client credit score as a result of secured card, average  

7 months after opening (controlled for zero score)
n  147 maximum point increase in credit scores
n  32 clients denied to date – Fraud and ChexSystem activity is the primary reason for denial 

(JP cannot pull client ChexSystem reports.)
n  91.6% clients have never paid late
n  2 FTE dedicated to credit building
n  Annual operating cost of JP’s credit building program: $83,000
n  Revenue sharing: $25 per card

Timeline of Major Milestones
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In Their Own Words

Sheri Flanigan-Vazquez, Chief Operating Officer at Justine PETERSEN

1. What have been the biggest lessons learned from this 
endeavor?
On the counseling side, we learned the importance of keeping our 
messaging simple and direct. Many of our clients were unfamiliar with 
secured cards and confused them with prepaid cards, which have different 

rules. We introduced our requirement of two financial education modules prior to card opening 
after the initial pilot phase to make sure the clients fully understood how to use the card 
prior to opening. We also simplified our messaging to focus on key points. On the program 
development side, we’ve gained a better understanding of the nonprofit/ financial institution 
relationship and have been able to bring forth the best of each to create an awesome product 
and process for low-income, under-banked individuals.

2. Why does JP combine credit-building products with financial education? 
Does this combination jeopardize your credibility with clients?
JP pairs credit-building products with financial education to demonstrate to clients how their 
behavior of making on-time payments impacts their credit profiles. Since we know that recent 
on-time payments have the greatest impact on the credit score, opening a new line of credit 
and making on-time payments is the most efficient and effective way to raise the credit score. 
At the first follow-up counseling after the client has opened a new line of credit and made 
several on-time payments, the counselor’s credibility is immediately raised as the credit score 
is raised. This client success leads to a more productive counseling relationship and further 
engages the client.

3. What has been the general client response to the secured card offering? 
Are there product features that resonate more than others?
Eighty-nine percent of clients that we recommend the product to apply for it. After credit-
building counseling, most clients have internalized how important active lines of credit are to 
building good credit and are interested in pursuing. The primary value proposition of the card 
is that JP is able to offer the card on-site and walk the client through the process. Clients also 
appreciate the low minimum deposit.

4. What messaging or marketing has worked best to gain client interest in the 
product or ensure that they are using the product well?
JP has learned to keep it simple with messaging and has focused on emphasizing to 1) make 
all monthly payments on-time, 2) keep the balance low, and 3) use the card to build credit, not 
consume.

5. How do credit counselors know whether a client is ready for a Banamex 
USA secured card?
JP trains counselors to identify clients with thin credit files that will most benefit from the 
secured credit card. JP counselors complete a household budget with each client to make 
sure that she can afford to make a monthly payment on the account. In addition, clients attend 
two financial education modules on credit prior to opening the secured card.
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6. In your experience, what has worked best to train your staff, get them to 
believe in the value of the program and feel comfortable selling products?
To be effective, staff has to internalize that credit is an asset and that adding small lines of 
credit to thin credit files is the most efficient and effective way to build credit. Once staff sees 
the impact of one or two small lines on increasing the credit score, they understand and want 
to share it with the clients.

7. Were you hesitant at any point about an exclusive partnership with Citi as 
opposed to establishing several partnerships and letting clients choose? If so, 
how did you mitigate those concerns?
We face a similar issue with our housing work, where our market has one clear “best product” 
for most low-income buyers. We educate our clients that there are other products in the 
market. However, it doesn’t make sense for us to distribute more than one product and have 
determined that this is a very good product for our clients. We continue to monitor other 
available products to make sure that the BUSA product is competitive.

8. What happens when clients are turned down for the BUSA card?
In instances of recent bankruptcy, clients do not qualify for the Citi card and we refer to a 
secured card with a higher minimum deposit. Prior to the entry of the BUSA card, the St. Louis 
market lacked an affordable secured credit card with a low minimum deposit. Citi has taken a 
huge leadership role in bringing this card to market and allowing not-for-profit organizations to 
distribute.

9. Did you have to overcome any legal or regulatory barriers to distribute the 
secured card? If so, how (e.g., Know Your Customer/Customer Identification 
Program, privacy regulations, etc.)?
One benefit to working with a large corporation is the depth of their legal and compliance team.

10. What advice would you give a nonprofit interested in going down this 
path?
A few things to think about are:
a.  Do you currently offer credit-building services or are you willing to invest the time and 

resources to offer them?
b.  Do clients (and staff) understand the importance of credit building?
c.  Do you have the ability to pull credit reports?
d.  Are staff comfortable with selling products?
e.  What secured credit card products are in the marketplace? Are you familiar with their 

terms?
f.  Are you willing to incorporate credit building in all your core programs?
g.  Are there mechanisms to assist clients to build/acquire their security deposit?
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Mr. Barber: from a credit score of 557 to 639

A barbershop owner in East St. Louis, Illinois, applied for a micro-loan in October 2009. His 
credit score was 557. He had $4,664 in collections, a car loan that he was paying on time, 
and four payday loans that he was also paying on time. He was using the payday loans to 
finance his business, and his ultimate goal was to access financing to expand his business. 
The JP counselor explained that short-term payday loans don’t strengthen the credit profile 
and have a high interest rate. Because of lack of collateral, JP could not originate a micro-
loan, but the customer was interested in credit building. JP worked with him to create the 
following plan to improve his credit profile:

1. Establish active lines of credit. The customer opened a JP credit-building loan and a 
Banamex USA secured credit card in October 2009.

2. Dispute inaccurate information. The largest collection ($2,000) was included in the 
customer’s 2000 bankruptcy but still appeared on his credit report. The counselor 
helped him dispute the error.

In September 2010, the customer had made payments on his JP credit-building loan each 
month and was keeping his balance low and paying on time to his secured credit card. All 
his other collections had been settled or paid, and the disputed account showed a zero 
balance. His credit score had risen to 601.

In November 2010, the customer applied for a JP micro-loan to purchase additional chairs 
for his barbershop. Since he had established a payment history, JP originated the $3,000 
micro-loan even though he did not have collateral. By February 2011, the customer’s credit 
score had risen to 639. All of his accounts were reporting current, and his balance on his 
secured credit card was low.

A year later, the customer closed on his first home loan and received a $7,500 micro-loan 
from JP (having paid off his first micro-loan). The customer still has his Banamex USA 
secured card.
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Mr. Haul: from a credit score of 537 to 665

Mr. Haul applied for a JP micro-loan for his hauling company in March 2009. His credit score 
was 537. He had $2,300 in collection debt, a $1,300 civil judgment, and no active lines of 
credit. JP counselors created the following plan to help him improve his credit profile:

1. Establish active lines of credit. In August 2009, the customer borrowed a $5,300 micro-
loan and opened a Banamex USA secured credit card. He was advised to pay both lines 
of credit on time and keep his balance on his secured card low.

2. Settle collection debt. The counselor discussed how to settle collections for 50% of the 
balance owed.

By September 2010, his credit score had risen to 592. He was paying both lines of credit on 
time but had not yet settled his collection debt.

By February 2011, he had settled all collections and the civil judgment. His JP micro-loan 
and secured credit card had been paid on time for more than 16 months. The customer’s 
credit score is now 665. He has been approved for an FHA mortgage loan and is looking to 
purchase a home.
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About the Financial Capability Institute 

The Financial Capability Institute (FCI) website is an online resource from the Center for Financial Services 
Innovation (CFSI), developed to empower nonprofits to improve the financial lives of their clients with high-
quality financial products. This is a one-stop online resource to help nonprofits successfully integrate a high-
quality financial product into their service offering.

1. Learn More

Learn about the financial capability approach, why it matters, and how 
to apply it in their organizations to improve the financial lives of clients.

2. Self-Assess

Determine whether they are well-suited to distribute financial products 
through a self-assessment tool that can be taken multiple times and 
shared with others in the organization.

3. Use Our Tools

Take the right next steps using the customized results of the self-
assessment as a road map. The results of the self-assessment will 
guide users through exploration of the right the tools and resources.

www.financial-capability.org

FCI offers interactive tools to help nonprofits:

Contact us:
Sarah Gordon, Vice President, Advisory Services & Nonprofit Investments

Monica SanMiguel, Program Manager, Advisory Services
fincap@cfsinnovation.com 

Development for this site was made possible thanks to a generous grant by the Citi Foundation.

www.financial-capability.org



